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APPLIED NUCLEAR DATA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT

April 1 — June 30, 1975

Compiled by

D. W. Muir and P. G. Young

ABSTRACT

This progress report describes the activitiesof the Los Alamos Nuclear
Data Group for the period April 1 through June 30, 1975. The topical content
of this report is summarized in the Contents.

I. THEORY AND EVALUATIONOF NUCLEAR CROSS SECTIONS

A. ThermonuclearReaction Parameters for the
T(d,n)4He and 3He(d,p)4He Reactions (G. M.
Hale and D. E. Dei [CarnegieMellon University])

Reaction parameter, or Maxwellian-averagedpro-

ducts of the reaction cross section times the rela-

tive velocity <w>, are used extensivelyin the design

of weapons and some ControlledThermonuclearReactor

(CTR) devices. Of most tntereat are the deuteron-

induced thermonuclearreactions T(d,n)4He,
3
He(d,p)

4He, and D(d,p)T. In designs where the deuterons

are thermalizedat relatively low temperatures,the

reaction parameters are determinedprimarily by the

cross sections at low energies,where the difficulty

of the measurements render experimentalvalues uncer-

tain or nonexistent. One must generally rely on theo-

retical extrapolationsto give values of the cross

sections in this low energy region (Ed < 20 keV).

A particularlyappropriatemethod for represent-

ing the cross sections at all energies comes from the

R-matrix theory of nuclear reactions,
1
since this

theory takes proper account of resonances in addition

to the usual barrier penetrationeffects. This iS

especially important in the case of the T(d,n) and
3
He(d,p) reactions,which are dominated by a large

resonance at low energies.

We have used the cross sections calculated from

such an analysis,zwhich considers the T(d,n) and
3
He(d,p) reactiona simultaneouslyin a charge-inde-

pendent framework, to generate reaction parameters

for D-T and D-3He reactions at temperaturesbetween

0.2 and 250 keV. A similar analysis is planned which

accounts simultaneouslyfor the D(d,n) and D(d,p) re-

actions. In the meantime, we have generated D-D re-

action parameters at temperature between 0.2 and

250’keV using the cros~section curves contained in

Greene’s report.3 The Naxwellian-averagedintegra-

tions were performed using the STEEP code.4 The re-

sulting parameter curves are shown in Fig. 1.

Numerical comparisonsof the present results

with values tabulated in Ref. 3 ahow that our reac-

tion parameters for D-T are -10% higher in the vicin-

ity of 0.2 keV and differ at moat by 4% at tempera-

tures between 2 and 250 keV; our reaction parameters

for D-3He are consistentlyhigher than Greene’s, with

the difference approaching 20% at 20 keV temperature.

The latter difference comes mainly from the fact that

the R-matrix calculationspredict a
3He(d,p) cross

section that is 15% higher in the resonance peak (at

Ed = 430 keV) than that used by Greene.

B. GNASH Code Development (E. D. Arthur and P. G.

X?!!!@

The Nuclear Model Codes Subcommitteeof the

Cross Section EvaluationWorking Group (CSEWG)haa

expressed interest in the testing and evaluationof

model codes that can be used in the interpretation

of nuclear data. Aa part of this effort, we were

1
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Fig. 1. Maxwellian-averagedthermonuclearreT
action parameters for T(d,n)4He, 3He
(d,p)4He,and the sum [D(d,n)3He+
D(d,p)T].

asked to calculate 14-MeV neutron-inducedreactions

on Nb, using our newly developed statisticalmodel

code GNASH. For this effort, transmissioncoeffi-

cients for neutrons and charged particleswere gen-

erated with the optical model routines of CONNUC,

and were based on the global parameters reported by

Perey and Perey.5 Cross sections and spectra result-

ing from neutron-inducedreactiona on Nb were calcu-

lated e.imultaneously,the results of which were sent

to other members of the subcommittee.

c. Calculationof (n,xn) Cross Sections (E. D.
Arthur and L. R. Veeser [P-3])

We have begun calculationof (n,2n) and (n,3n)

cross sections with the statisticalmodel code GNASH.

This effort will provide theoreticalresults to be

comparedwith experimental (n,xn) cross sections

measured by P-3. As a first step, the
197

Au(n,3n)

cross section was calculatedalong with spectra which

included preequilibriumcontributions. These results

will be used to correct the efficiencyof the experi-

mental apparatus used in the measurements.

D. Evaluation of 6Li Neutron Cross Sections Above
1 MeV (L. Stewart, P. G. Young, and V. Stovall)

All cross sections are re-evaluatedand in the

SNDF/B-IV format. The only croaa section identical

to that in Version IV is the (n,y) reaction. (This

was completelyupdated from Version III to IV.) The

experimentaldata for the (n,n~d) and (n,2n) cross

sections,which are important for weapons

tions, are so discrepant among themselves

2

applica–

that it ia

difficult to assesa the reliabilityof this file

above 1 MeV. Unfortunately,both the elastic scat-

ter~ng and the (n,t) cross sections are also dis-

crepant over a significantportion of the energy

range, thereforeprohibiting the usual checks by

subtractionmethods. New total cross-sectionexper-

imental measurementsfrom RensselaerPolytechnic In-

stitute (RPI) are as much as 3 to 4% higher over

most of the range than previous data from Hanford

EngineeringDevelopmentLaboratory (HEDL).

The most significantimprovementin the evalu-

ation is the introductionof “pseudo levels” in the

(n,n’d)reaction in order to represent a reasonable

energy-anglecorrelationfor the inelasticneutrons.
6

Although the first excited state in Li is the only

level uniquely identifiedby experiment,3-body

phase-space calculationshave shown reasonablea-

greement with the meaaured continuumdistributions

as a function of angle. Phaee-apace calculation

have been performed and angular distributiondata

entered in File 4 of this evaluation. In the pre-

vious evaluation,no energy-anglecorrelateddata

were provided and energy was often not conserved on—

the average for the (n,n’d)reaction. The disadvan-

tage in using the pseudo levels is that the file

becomes somewhat voluminous. The LR flag will be

implementedto enable the processing codes to pick

up the d + a decay which follows the excitationof

moat levels in 6Li.

Complete files in the ENDF/B-IV format should

be available to LASL users In September. A reevalua-

tion of the files below 1 MeV should be available

this calendar year.

E. Evaluationof
15NNeutron Cross Sections (E. D.

Arthur, G. M. Hale, and P. G. Young)

Since the thresholdsfor neutron-inducedabsorp-
15

tion reactions on N are relatively high, the use
of 15

N-enriched fuels is of interest, particularly

for fast reactors. We have completed the major part
15

of our evaluationof reactions on N induced by neu-

tron~”fr&lO-ll to 20 MeV.

We used an R-matrix analyais to evaluate the

n+15 N system below 5.4 MeV. We have fitted the
6

available total cross section, angular distribu-

tions,6’7and polarizationdata6 in this energy re-

gion. In doing so we have extended the R-matrix an-

alysis of this system to a higher energy region than
6

previously reported.

.
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.
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The experimentaldata above 6 MeV show little

resolved structure in the measured cross sections;

therefore,we used a statisticalmodel calculation

in the evaluation from 6 to 20 MeV. We calculated

cross sectionswith two model codes. The first of

these, GNASH, provided calculatedgamma-ray,neutron,

and charged-particlespectra. To account for depar-

ture from the statisticalmodel due to direct reac-

tions, we included a pre-equilibriumcomponentsin

the particle spectra calculations. The second code,

COMNUC, allowed us to calculate the angular distri-

bution of elasticallyscattered neutrons. In both

codes the Gilbert and Cameron level density approxi-

mation was used, along with neutron and charged par-

ticle transmissioncoefficientsbased on optical-

model parameters reported in the global compilation
5of Perey and Perey.

F. Cross-SectionUncertaintyEvaluation for 27Al
~D. G. Foster, Jr. and P. G. Young)

Correlateduncertainty informationhas been ob-

tained for the ENDF/B-IV 27Al evaluation. Estimates

of the diagonal elements of the covariancematrices

for the (n,p) and (n,a) reactionswere obtained from

crude estimates of f 2U using all experimentaldata;

for other reactions,a revised version of Table VI

in Ref. 9 was used. Correlationswere estimated from

considerationof the experimentaldata and theoreti-

cal calculationsused in the Version IV evaluation.

The results of the error analysia are available in

ENDF/B format.

G. Time-DependentPhoton Spectra from Fission of
5U and 9Pu (D. Graham Foster, Jr.)

The evaluation reported laat quarter has been

revised and extended in order to improve its appli-

cability to a reactor-relatedproblem. The original

applicationcalled for a compact representationem-

phasizing rather early times after fission, and hence

was arranged to include the “prompt” photons in the

ENDF/B-formattedFiles 17 and 18. Since this is a

violation of the ENDF/B procedures, this feature has

been removed, and the zero-time spectrum now corre-

sponds only to the zero-time extrapolationof the de-

layed emission. This change has the additional ad-

vantage that variations in yield and spectrumwith

incident–neutronenergy are already represented in

ENDF/B-IV,whereas there is not enough experimental

informationavailable to supply such variation for

the delayed emission.

In addition, the evaluationhas been extended

to give yields of delayed photona up to 108 s (3.17

yr). The extension is based on an old ORNL messure-
10

ment by Maienschein et al. supplementedwith the
11

radiochemicaldata of Perkins and King, which was

published as the photon power emission as a function

of time. Since the spectrum changes very slowly be-

tween 1 ms and 60 s, we have aasumed that the same

spectrum can be used from 60 to 108 a, and used the

shape of the curve (Refs. 10 and 11) to determine

the variation of yield with time. Unfortunately,

the ORNL data are tangent to the previous evaluation

at 15 s rather than near 60 s, and decreaae so much

more slowly with time that they imply a yield at

60 s about a factor of 3 higher than was obtained

from the Fisher-Englemeasurement
12

used in the orig-

inal evaluation. Thus, the error assigned to the ex-

tension beyond 30 s ia roughly a factor of 2, rather

than the 20% estimated for earlier times after fis-

sion. The radiochemicaldata end at 50 000 S,”SO

the curve ia extrapolatedto 108 a by assuming a

straight line on a log-log plot, as suggested by the

data between 8000 and 50 000 s.

We expect before the end of FY75 to replace

this extensionwith calculatedyields and spectra

from ENDF/B-IV data on the fission products.

Since the evaluation effort over the paat two

quartera represents the first attempt that we know

about to use the delayed-emissionENDF formata, we

have written proposed sections for the Formats and

ProceduresManual cov’eringFiles 17 and 18. If these

prove acceptable to CSEWG it is hoped that they will

be published in time to guide preparation of further

files for Version V.

H. Developmentof ENDF/B Formats for Activation
and Decay Data (L. Stewart, R. J. LaBauve, and
P. G. Young)

At the request of the now inactive CTR Subcom-

mittee of the United States Nuclear Data Committee

(USNDC),an action was placed on L. Stewart to de-

sign a format for the representationof activation

data. Currently, the ENDF/B-IV format does not al-

low evaluatora to indicate whether the end product

produced in a neutron resction is stable or unstable.

From the growing interest of LASL designera and Don

Steiner’s statement that this format is most impor-

tant to CTR deaignera,we decided that we should pro-

ceed with a format proposal to submit to CSEWG for

Version V of ENDFIB.

3
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A preliminarydraft has been given a limited

distributionwhich includes several “labels” in the

general purpose files; the half-life and mode of de-

cay for each radioactivenuclide produced in each

reaction will now appear. In addition,new ENDF

files are proposed for activation croaa sections or

multiplicitiesfor unique identification. All of

this informationmust be correlatedwith the “decay

data” which also has a new format proposal for Ver-

sion V. So far, no real problems have developed

and consensushas been reached in melding these

files with the decay data files. A formsl proposal

will be submitted to CSEWG in August for approval

at the October meeting. Comments and corrections

on the preliminarydraft can be incorporatedif re-

ceived at an early date.

II. NUCLEAR CROSS-SECTIONPROCESSING

Group T-2 is supportingand developinga vari-

ety of computed codes for processing evaluatednu-

clear data into forms that can be used for design

purposes. It is alao producingprocessed data acts

for various national and LASL programs. The follow-

ing subsectionssummarize recent progress.

A. Cross-SectiOnproduction (R. B. Kidman, R. E.
MqcFarlane, and R. J. Barrett)

The 50-group, 22 isotope library generatedwith

MINX from SNDF/B-IV and distributed to several labor-

atories last quarter, contained several errors that

were uncovered during initial use. New 50-group

MINX runs have been made for 238u, 239Pu, and Fe

to correct moat of these errora. The new results

were merged into the 22-isotope library, combined

with new veraions of the LINX, BINX, and CINX codes

and distributed to several laboratoriesinvolved in

Phaae II testing of ENDF/B-IV. A completelynew

issue of the 50-group library using the pre-release

veraion of MINX will be made available through the

National Neutron Cross Section Center (NNCSC)and

BrookhavenNational Laboratory (BNL).

The latest version of the RNDF/B-IV data has

been converted into binary mode and stored in PHOTO-

STORE. This data is available to any LASL users

using ENDF/B processing codes which sccept binary

input; it alao provides an independentbackup for

the BCD tapes and BCD PHOTOSTORS files.

4

B. ~Nx Code Development (R. E. MacFarlane,R. M.
Boicourt, and R. B. Kidmen)

A serious difficultywith the reconstructionof

point resonance cross sections waa discovered this

quarter. The BCD ENDF/B format tapea used for point-

wiae cross sections in MINX are limited to six sig-

nificant figurea to represent energy points. In

narrow resonancematerials such aa 23% (ENDF/B-IV

MAT 1262), more than aix figures are sometimes re-

quired to represent the cross section. The RESEND

code13 used for resonance reconstructionin MINX

was designed to remove energies that would be equal

to an adjoint energy on the BCD tape. This algo-

rithm waa faulty and was rejecting too many points.

A new truncationalgorithm has been installedwhich

includes a message to indicate when energy points

have been rejected. The new version of RESEND gen-

erates over 50 300 points rather than the previous

33 500 points for a 1% tolerance,and the new error

message indicates that the reconstructionstill has

not completely converged. The multigroup cross sec-

tions computedwith this new reconstructiontech-

nique agree with ETOX (Ref. 14) cross sections to

within 1% except for one group which deviates by

almost 2%. The 33 500 point tape gave differences

up to 6%. An ultimate aolutfon to this problem

could be obtained by using a binary interface tape

or by modifying RESEND to reconstruct the cross sec-

tions at 300”K by “psi-chinmethods. Both proposals

are being studied.

The error which led to problems with the inelaa-
238

tic cross sections of U and Fe on the first re-

lease of the MINX 50-group library has been discov-

ered and fixed. It occured when the threshold group

required more than one page of data to represent the

cross section. The contributionsfrom the lower

page were lost, leading to a aevere reduction in the

cross section.

Two important improvementshave been made to

the calculationof unresolved,resonance region cross

sections: the File 3 background cross sections are
15now properly included, and a new quadrature scheme

has been installed for computing statisticalaver-

ages. This quadrature aet leads to significant im-

provements in the cross sections as demonstratedby

comparisonswith analytic cases. The effect of this

change on keff for two benchmark critical assemblies

is diacusaed inSec. III-B. .

.
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Preparationsfor releasingMINX and its auxil-

iary codes have continuedwith extensive editing of

the code structureand comments, a complete rewrite

of the error message system, the addition of the 50-

group library structure to the list of group options,

and a determined effort to reduce the amount of paper

required by the output listing. The code errors in

CINX reported last quarter have been corrected. In

addition, many changea have been made to LINX, BINX,

and CINX to make them more machine independent.

c. NJOY Code Development (R. E. MacFarlane,R. M.
Boicourt,W. B. Wilson, and M. L. Simmons

~

The developmentof the NJOY nuclear data pro-

cessing system (originallyMINX-II) has continued

this quarter with several small correctionsand

changes (such as the addition of new group structure

and weighting options), and fLve major additions:

blocked binary data transfer,DTF format output,

photon transitionprobability table processing,mul-

tigroup covariancematrix processing,and unresolved

resonance calculationimprovements.

Studies of the NJOY group-averagingmodule

GROUPR using the LASL system utility STAT have shown

that the code spends about 60% of ite time decoding

BCD format statement. For some processing func-

tions this ratio has been seen to reach 80%. It iS

clear that the use of binary formsta to transfer da-

ta would lead to a major increase in code efficiency.

The NJOY code system was originallydesigned with

hinary 1/0 as a central feature -- this feature has

now been activated. A special “blocked binary” ver-

sion of the ENDF/B format hsa been developedwhich

allows LIST and TAB1 records to be divided into

blocks or pages of convenient size (for example,

300 words). Even large pointwiae data tapes, which

may contain TAB1 records over 100 000 words long,

can be represented in binary mode using this method.

A set of utility routines waa developed to manipu-

late these data blocks; for example, to read a TAB1

record page by page, the code calla TABIIO for the

first page and MOREIO for the subsequentpages.

Blocked binary mode ENDF/B tapes can be produced

automaticallyfrom BCD source tapes using the pro-

gram FfODER. This module can also write an ENDF/B

BCD tape for external communications. Tests of this

system demonstrate reductions in processing time by

factors from 2 to 4 when a blocked binary tape is

used as input to GROUPR.

The DTF discrete ordinates transport code16 is

widely used at LASL. Therefore, the first output

module developed for NJOY has been designed to pro-

duce cross sections for this code using the output

tape from GROUPR. The number of groups, table

length, number of edit positions, and number of up-

scatter poaltions are all completelyarbitrary as

long as the table size does not exceed 30 000 words.

Edit quantitiescan be expresaed quite generally as

any linear combinationof ENDF/B cross sections.

Fission yields and spectra are computed from the

fission transfermatrices and group fluxes passed

by GROUPR. The module also retrieves the photon

production cross sections on the GROUPR output tape

and sums them into photon productionmatrices (in-

cluding aniaotropy if desired). These tables are

resdy to be used for computing gamma sources or for

incorporationinto coupled sets.

With the addition of processing for the photon

transitionprobability tables from File 12 (option

LO=2) and the DTF output module, NJOY has been

brought into full capability for photon production

croaa sections. The LO=2 option is handled by con-

verting such a file into the normal LO=l yield for-

mat, and then processing it with the existing cod-

ing. The new option has been tested on sodium

(ENDF/B-IVMAT 1156) with the results shown in Fig.

2. The right side of this isometric plot contains

94 gamma groups
17

with energy decreasing toward the

rear. The left side uses the LASL 30-group struc-

ture with larger energies to the rear.

A capability for processing ENDF/B covariance

files ia under development for NJOY. TheERRORRrou-

tine takes full advantage of the modular nature of

NJOY including BCD or binary input and acceas to

preprocessedlibrariea of group constanta. Its cap-

abilities are very similar to those of the pioneer-

ing covarianceprocessor, PUFF,
18

except for the

following two extensions: (a) internal processing

of covariances for cross sections derived by differ-

ent formulae in different energy ranges, and (b) ap-

proximate processing of covariancesdirectly from an

existing preprocessed library of group constants in

a supergroupstructure.

Covariancesfor derived cross sections are im-

portant for all materials. Experimentalistsare

generally not able to measure a given cross section

at all energies; the evaluator may have to compute

5



Fig. 2. Photon production cross sections for 23Na. Photon groups
are on the right with energy decreasing to the rear. Neu-
tron energies increaae toward the rear.

this cross section from other meaaured cross sec-

tions in some energy ranges. For example, in the

new LASL evaluation of errors in aluminum, the elas-

tic scattering cross section is given as total minus

capture minus (n,n’)minus (n,p) for energies less

than 9 MeV; it ia evaluated directly between 9 and

17 MeV and ia expreaaed as one-half the total cross

section from 17 to 20 MeV. In the error evaluation

for nitrogen,
19

the total is derived below 1 keV,

elastic is derived from 1 keV to 10 MeV, and (n,n’)

is derived above 10 MeV. The ENDF/B fnrmats for

File 33 allow for flagging cross sections which are

derived in a particular energy range –- these flags

have been used for carbon and aluminum. If the de-

rived cross-sectionflags had been available for use

with the nitrogen evaluation, they would have saved

the evaluator much effort and reduced the size of

the file from 599 to 216 cards. The extended capa-

bilities for handling derived cross sections in

ERRORR were designed to handle aluminum and modified

versions of the nitrogen and oxygen files using the

derived cross-sectionflags. The current version of

the code reads the relationshipsbetween the cross

sections in each energy range as input, but minor

changes in formats and procedures for File 33 will

allow all processing to be completed automatically.

One of the problems with group-wise covariance

matricea is the huge volume of data generated for

all but thecoarseatgroup structures. A tendency

haa developed in recent years to use “supergroup”

structuressuch as the CSEWG 239

storage of group constantswhich

group structur~”for

are then collapsed

to a coarse group structure for actual calculations.

If a supergrouplibrary of covariancematrices were

generated for nitrogen with 5 reactions,more than

435 000 covariancesmight have to be stored. Since

future evaluationsare likely to include even more

reactions, this approach seems impractical. The al-

ternativeto computing the covariancesfor each

coarse group design structure is time consuming.

Since NJOY is organized around the use of preproces-

sed group constants,an option has been included in

ERRORR to use preprocessedgroup fluxes and cross

sections in the calculationof covarlances. This op-

tion invo~ves some approximationof the energy ranges

from the evaluation in File 33. The differences in-

troducedby this approximationare negligible for

all existing snd anticipated error files.

The implementationof these extensions in the

ERRORRmoduleof NJOY plus some minor changes in for-

mats and procedures significantlyeasea the effort

of preparing evaluated error files and makes the

preparationof group covarianceaeaaier and leas

costly.

The unresolved resonance region module UNRSSR

has been extended to include the effects of back-

ground cross sections and to use the new quadrature

sets for statisticalaveraging. These changes were

similar to those made in MINX (see Sec. II-B) snd

both codes give the same answers.

.

.
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A

cepted

of the

paper summarizingthe NJOY code has been ac-

for presentationat the 1975 Winter Meeting

American Nuclear Society.

1). Advanced Proceasim Theory (R. E. MacFarlene
and M. Becker [RensselaerPolytechnic Institute]>

In order to justify the use of existing proces-

sing methods and to develop new methods for sdvanced

codes, a long range program of studying the approxi-

mations used in the MINX and NJOY processorsand the

follow-on codes such as SPHINX and lDX (Ref. 21) is

being pursued.

One of these approximationswas discussed in a

psper presented at the 1975 Annual Meeting of the

American Nuclear Society.
22

As discussedpreviously,

the MINX/SPHINX system assumes that the self-shield-

ing of elastic removal is the same as for the elas-

tic cross section. This was shown to be a bad ap-

proximation for iron. Additional calculationshave
238

now been performed for U with the results shown

in Table I -- here the approximationbeing question-

ed is even worse than for iron. The calculatedre-

movsl is larger than the approximate removal when

there is a resonance at the lower boundary of the

group, and smaller otherwise. To determinewhether

the differencesobserved in the removal cross sec-

tion have any effect in realisticproblems, the flux

in a model of the RPI iron transport experiment
23

was computed using DTF-IV (Ref. 16) and two differ-

ent cross-sectionsets generated by NJOY. The re-

sults are shown in Fig. 3 for the cross-sectionset

using calculated removal (C) and another set using

approximateremoval (A). Large differences in flux

are evident at the lower energies.

Another important and long-standingproblem is

the effect of deep minima in the scattering cross

section of iron. Calculationsusing the self-shield-

ing factor method for shielding problems and criti-

cal assemblies containing iron have often failed to

achieve the accuracy demonstratedfor the method in

other probleme.23’24

In the Bondarenkomethod, the weighting flux

is assumed to vary in proportion to (Uo+ot)-l,where

at is the total microscopic cross section and the

parameter 00 is used to allow for other materials

and heterogeneity. In a very large assembly of pure

iron (UO~O) this flux becomes large in the cross sec-

tion minima thereby leading to small group cross sec-

tions. In s finite assembly, the long mean free

-.?
10 r

$
-3

10

10-4“
10 4

,

t 1=
10’5 10 6

ENERGY (EV)
Fig. 3. Neutron flux in the RPI iron transport

experiment, using (A) approximate re-
moval cross sections and (C) computed
self-shieldedremoval cross sections.

TABLE I

COMPARISONOF APPROXIMATE ELASTIC REMOVAL
CROSS SECTION WITH COMPUTED SELF-SHIELDED

REMOVAL FOR 238U
at T=300K, UO=O.l, and E4 WEIGHTING

Group
Number*

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

*
49-group

Calculated
Removal

1 57-1
2 62-2
1 91-2
1 67-2
2 77-2
2 72-2
4 35-2

Approximate
Bondarenko
Removal

8 31-2
4 86-3
1 045
5 78-3
3 32-1
1 12-2
2 62-3

structure (Ref. 23)

Ratio of
Results

53
19

55
35

12
41
06

path of neutrona in these “windows” allows many to

escape, thus decreasing the flux in the minimum and

increasing the group cross section. This effect

can be obtained by (a) choosing an appropriateval-

ue of Uo, (b) flooring the value of Ut (Ref. 25),

or (c) using an entirely different flux shape such

as (1/b)tan-l(b/6t)from buckling theory where b

parametrizes the leakage.

In order to provide a standard for comparing

these three methods, the LASL continuous energy

Monte Carlo code MCN (Ref. 26) was modified to com-

pute the elastic scattering cross sections in space

and energy cells for a model of the RPI iron trans-

7



23port experiment. Some representativeresults are

compared with the three self-shieldingoptiona in

Table II.

It is clear from an examinationof this table

that both the Bondarenkoapproach and the buckling

calculationare capable of representingthe apace

and energy variation of the cross sections for this

assembly. The apparent change in buckling with ra-

dius is due to the nearly exponentialvariation of

flux with radius in thla problem. Thus the leakage

current (and b) ia much higher near the center then

at larger radii. The flooring method is not capable

of representingthis space dependence.

To put these results into practice, it is nec-

essary to eatimste the correct value of CO or b for

each energy group and spatial region in a problem.

A space-energycollapse code like lDX or SPHINX must

then extract the appropriatecross sections from a

library and combine them into space-dependentcross

sections for use in a neutron transport solution.

A paper summarizing this work haa been accepted

for presentationat the 1975 Winter Meeting of the

American Nuclear Society.
27

Additional investigationshave been initiated

on the feasibilityof using the method of self-

shielding factors in the epi-thermalrange important

to light water and graphite moderated power reactors.

Initial results for High TemperatureGaa-CooledRe-

actor (HTGR) fuel elements are described in Sec. IV.

III. PHASE 11 TESTING OF ENDF/B-IV DATA

A. Phase II Results for Benchmark Cfiticala (R.
B. Ridmsn and R. J. Barrett)

Every new version of ENDF/B data ia tested by

computing several integral parsmetera for the various

CSEWG benchmark crfticals and comparing the results

with measured values. We have completed the calcu-

lation for four critical assembliesaasigned to

IASL. Figure 4 shows the procedure and codes used

in our calculations. The 50-group cross sections

generated with MINx and distributedlast quarter

were alao used here. The eigenvalueresulta are

shown in Table 111 (no correctionfactors have been

applied). Table IV contains the calculated-to-ex-

periment (C/E) values for the central reaction rate

ratioa. The lDX results have been included for the

sake of comparisonand to obtain lDX-to-DTFcorrec-

tion factors if they are desired.

TABLE 111

CALCULATED EIGENVALUESa

using Using
Benchmark lDX DTP (S~6)

JEZEBEL 0.94781 1.00000

VERA-11A 0.94611 0.99364

GODIVA 0.97468 1.01201

ZPR-3-U 1.01029

aExperimentaleigenvaluesare equal
to 1.0.

TABLE II .

COMPARISONOF SELF-SHIELDINGAPPROXIMATIONSFOR THE ELASTIC
SCATTERING CROSS SECTION OF IRON WITH MONTE CARLO RESULTS

Lower Monte Carlo Bondarenko
Energy

Floored

(eV)a 15 cm 45 cm un=Ob On?.5b 0,~.5b

Buckling

b=lb b=O.lb

1.703+4 2.52 2.53
1.903 2.03 2.04
2.479 6.93 6.99
2.809 27.5 27.2
3.183 9.39 9.44
3.606...
...

1.259+5 2.44 2.10
1.616 1.85 l.??
1.831 3.72 3.38
2.075 2.77 2.60
2.352 2.41 2.38
2.665 1.94 1.77
3.020 1.84 1.54
3.877...
...

a49.group structure (Ref.

8

2.53
2.04
6.73
26.3
9.42

1.94
1.72
3.38
2.54
2.37
1.74
1.84

21).

2.53
2.04
7.14
26.5
9.44

2.42
1.96
3.92
2.81
2.42
1.98
1.57

2.53
2.04
6.72
26.3
9.42

2.05
1.78
3.38
2.56
2.37
1.74
1.57

2.53
2.04
6.83
26.4
9.42

2.37
1.94
3.81
2.79
2.41
1.94
1.81

2.53
2.04
6.73
26.3
9.42

1.95
1.72
3.39
2.54
2.37
1,75
1.57

I

.

.

.

.



TABLE IV

CENTRAL SPECTRAL INDICES (C/E)

.

Ratio

Uf(23$J)/uf(2311)

u (233u)/af(f 235U)

af(239Pu/cEf(235u)

Of(237NP)/af (2%)

af (240W/af (235U)

a~,y(Au)/Uf(235U)

uf(234U)/af(238u)

* ~ (238u)/af(238u)a

‘232
af( Th)/af(238u)

af(236U/af(235u)

Uf(236u)/clf(235U)

*,y(238u)/af(235u)a

.

JEZEBEL VERA-13A GODIVA ZPR-3-11
lDX DTF lDX DTF-— —__lDX—— — lDX DTF ..

0.924

0.930

0.932

0.927

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

0.940

0.929

0.935

0.939

—

.-

--

—

--

.-

--

&
+

CIIIX

PUTLIBPARV INTO lDX FORRAT

v

I 1Dx

COMIJTE EFFECTIVE X-SEC AI{D INTEGPAL PARAMETERs I

I*I
Fig. 4. Calculationalprocedure.

1.095 1.145 1.049

0.996 0.996 0.925

1.014 1.083 0.968

1.131 1.173 --

1.046 1.082 --

-- -- 0.870

-- -- 0.911

-- -- 0.958

-- -- 0.989

-- -- --

-- -- --

-- -- --

1.068

0.924

0.970

--

--

0.859

0.904

0.934

0.991

--

--

--

1.057

0.998

0.985

1.056

1.059

--

--

--

--

1.045

0.789

0.942

1.052

0.998

1.004

1.052

1.056

--

--

--

--

1.042

0.786

0.962

B. Discrepanciesin Phase 11 Results (R. B. Kid-
man and R. J. Barrett)

When the Phaae,lI testing results from several ‘

laboratorieswere compared during the May 1975 CSEWG

Meeting, several bothersome discrepanciesappeared.

The keff results for zPR-6-7 (see Table V) can serve

to point out the problems. (Althoughthis benchmark

was not assigned to LASL for computation,we have

gone ahead and calculated it in order to help re-

solve the discrepancies,)

The HEDL and Brookhaven National Laboratory

(BNL) results should have been the same since they

used the same cross sections and methods. However

this discrepancy could be due to the fact that BNL’s

verai.onof lDX may be using an old interpolation

scheme.

Since SPHINX and lDX are nearly the same, one

would think the WestinghouseAdvanced Reactor Divi-

sion (WARD) and LASL results could be closer. One

reason for the discrepancy ia that WARD and IASL used

different fission sources which we have found ac-

counta for 0.00125 of the discrepancy. Gene Palk of

WARD has also informed us that the different elastic

down-scatteringtreatments in SPHINX and lDX account

for an additional 0.0025 of the discrepancy._This

“leaveaonly a 0.25% difference between the WARD and

LASL numbers.

9



Finally, even though the methods are different,

the Argonne National Laboratory (AWL) results should

be closer to the LASL or HEDL results since they are

all calculatingthe same reactor. Again we have

found that the use of different fission aourcea can

explain 0.0025 of the difference. H. Henryson of AWL

has informed us of an improvedmethod (thatMC2 uses)

of computing averages with a Porter-Thomeadistribu-

tion weighting function. We have thoroughly tested

the effects of this change by generating a complete

Isotope library for each of the methods and using lDX

to cslculate zPR-6-7 with each library. It turns out

the new & method gives a lower keff by 0.0043; hence

there only remsine a 0.04% differencebetween the AWL

and LASL reeults. In summary, if the above known dif-

ferences are removed, the eigenvalue for zPR-6-7

should be closer to the numbers in parentheses in

Table V.

c. GODIVA and JEZEBEL 26-Group Transport Calcula-
tions (R. J. LeBauve and W. B. Wilson)

In conjunctionwith the CSEWG data testing pro-

gram, 26-group cross section sets have been produced

by MINX
28

for GODIVA and JEZEBEL calculations. Using

the one-dimensionalneutron transport code DTF-IV,16

spectral indices and eigenvalueswere calculatedwith

a variety of calculations parameters.

Separate transport calculationswere performed

with P. through P5 truncated and P. through P4 trans-
29

port-corrected cross-sectionsets using S16 quadra-

ture. Additional P5 calculationswere made with S8

and S quadrature.
4
Spectral indices and eigenvaluescalculatedwith

S16 quadraturewere found to oscillate but converge

as the number of cross-sectiontablea used increaaes,

with Pn transport-correctedcross sections yielding

values intermediate to those calculatedwith Pn and

Pn+ ~ truncated cross sections below P4. An eigen-

value correction of -0.003 was estimated for Po trans-

port corrected to P= for both JEZEBEL and GODIVA.

Values calculatedwith different quadrature

converge slowly but monotonicallyas the number of

quadrature angles increases.

Iv. NUCLEAR DATA PROCESSING FOR HTGR SAFETY RESSARCH
(M. G. Stamatelatos,R. J. LaBauve, and K. Hans-
borough)

LASL cross sections for 300, 1200, and 3000”K

were discussed in the previous progress report. The

major source of disagreementwith General Atomics (GA)

TABLE V

keff RESULTS FOR zPR-6-7

After

k
Differences

Laboratory eff Are Removed

AWL (MC2) 0.967 (0.9695)
HEDL (ETOX-lDX) 0.9754 (0.9699)
WARD (MINX-SPHINX) 0.968 (0.9675)
LASL (MINX-lDX) 0.9734 (0.9691)
BNL (ETOX-lDX) 0.973 (0.9699)

cross sectionswas found in the resolved resonance

region where, in the case of the capture cross sec-

tion of 232Th, the MC2 (Ref. 30) homogenized crose

section was found to be lower than the CA cross sec-

tion in which spatial heterogeneitieshad been ac-

counted for. This discrepancywas initially attrib-

uted to a possible coarae energy-meshrepresentation

in MC2 for the resonance region.

“Ultra-fine”MC2 runs performed with -2000 en-

ergy groups (1/120 equal lethargymesh) between 10

MeV and 0.414 eV at 300 and 3000”K have revealed

negligible differences from the corresponding“all-

fine” MC2 results using 68 equal lethargy (0.25)

groups for the same energy range.

The 68 fine-groupMC2 capture cross sections
28

were then compsred with MINX cross sections gener-

ated in the same GAM-I energy structure. The gener-

al agreement between these two sets has indicated

that the MC2 fine-group capture cross sections were

not the main cauee of discrepancybetween the MC2

and the GA broad-group capture cross sections. The

broad-group collapsingmethod in MC2 became immedi-

ately subject to inquiry.

Briefly, the MC2 multigroup averaging method

for the resolved-resonancecapture cross section is

as follows:

()–bgacJ e601ved

where

x <0 >!g
c J resolved ‘j

in J.

z

(1)

Qj
jinJ

J

and

(2)
.
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+s . x ~fg fg ‘Einel>k+j
inel,k ‘k <Zinel>k

k+j

2<xn Zn>k+
s

<z
n,2n>k

s (3)

where superscriptsfg snd bg indicate broad-group

and fine-group,respectively. J and j are aubscripta

referring to broad-groupand fine-group,respectively.

This method of multigroupingwas not satisfac-

torily shown to be valid for thermal reactor systems.

Hand calculationsusing a straight spectrum

weighting method have yielded results in general a-

greement with the GA broad-group capture cross sec-

tion. A larger value of the FlC2resolved-resonance

capture cross section was expected since spatial het-

erogeneity effects were not yet included in the MC2

calculations.

The straight spectrum weighting method was in-

corporated into MC2 as an alternativeand the subse-

quent results for 300, 1200, and 3000”K were in rea-

sonable agreementwith the GA cross sections.

In order to properly account for the double het-

erogeneity effects on cross sections as well as to

take full advantage of the most up-to-date computa-

tional techniquesemployed in the MINX code system,

the following couree of act%on has been adopted:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Use MINX for generatingpoint-wise cross sections

in ENDF/B format (PENDF)over the entire energy

range desired and for all materials of interest.

Apply particle heterogeneitycorrectionsto the

point-wise cross sections in both the above-

thermal (resonances)and thermal regions.

Use MINX to collapse the particle-heterogeneity

corrected PENDF cross sections to the desired

fine-group energy structure.

Calculate a fine-groupneutron spectrum in the
21

above-thermalregion with the lDX code and use

the same code to collapse the above-thermalfine-

group cross sections applying the proper “gross”

(fuel-pin/moderator)heterogeneitycorrection

for HTGR fuel pins in a hexagonal lattice. The

5.

6.

7.

I.DXcode has been adapted to accept fine-group

cross sections from MINX in the Bondarenko

formalism.

Collapse the thermal fine-group cross sections

with the GLEN code?l

Investigatethe importanceof gross heteroge-

neity effects on thermal cross sections.

Format final broad-group cross sections for in-

put to the DTF-IV discrete-ordinatestransport

code.16

The initial procedure in applying the particle

heterogeneitycorrectionsto the PENDF capture cross

sections is the Sauer formalism used by W~lti in the

MICROX code3.2Preliminary results for the two impor-

tant capture resonances in 232’1%,at 21.78 and 23.45

eV, have shown flux “disadvantagefactors” for 400-

micron ThC2 particles of .0.7 and 0.58,respectively,

in good agreementwith W~lti’s results.
33 Calcula-

tions for Th02 particles are in progress.

Comparisonsof W&i’s method for treating par-

ticle heterogeneityeffects on cross sectionswith

other compatiblemethods, and possibly Monte Carlo

calculations,are alao anticipated.

v. WUCLEAR DATA FOR CTR APPLICATIONS

A. Evaluation of Cross-SectionUncertaintiesfor ,
TFTR Data Assessment (V. Orphan [ScienceAp-
plications], D. W. Muir, and D. G. Foster, Jr.)

In this quarter, some work has been done in the

constructionof formatted error files for ENDF/B

(notablyaluminum). However, the emphasis has been

placed on obtaining from other sources error infor-

mation of potential importance in the nuclear design

of the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). The num-

ber of potentially important reactions is very large

so that only the broad features of the uncertainty

patterns have been represented. Reactions examined

so far are Msted in Table VI.

B. Error Processing (D. W. Muir) .. .

To be useful in quantitativedata assessment,

cross-sectionerror estimates must be processed from

continuous-energyrepresentationsinto multigroup

form. Depending on whether the original data is ob-

tained from ENDF/B or from the local estimates de-

scribed above, one of two different processing tech-

niques has been used.

The processing of ENDF/B

is accomplishedwith the PUFF

formatted error files

cc.de.18 ‘l’hiscode con-
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TABLE VI

REACTIONS SELECTED FOR
ESTIMATION OF UNCERTAINTIES

12
C(n,n’u)8Be 56Fe(n,p)56Mn

24
Mg(n,p)

24Na 58Ni(n,p)58Co
27
Al(n,p)27Mg ‘atCu(n,total)

27
Al(n,a)24Na ‘atCu(n,elastic)

46Ti(n,p)46S= ‘atCu(n,inelastic)

48Ti(n,p)
48S=

‘atCu(n,abaorption)
52 “-” 51Cr(n,2n) Cr(n,2n)

5~(n,2n)54Mn
55Mn(n,y)56Mn

‘atFe(n,total)

‘atFe(n,elastic)

‘atFe(n,inelastic)

‘atFe(n,absorption)

‘atFe(n,2n)
54Fe(n,p)54m

‘atCu(n,2n)
63Cu(n,2n)62CU

63
Cu(n,y)

64CU

63Cu(n,a)
60C0

65
Cu(n,2n)

64CU

65Cu(n,y)
66CU

65
Cu(n,p)

65NL

204Pb(n,2n)203Pb
206Pb(n,a)203Hg

aists of an error-processingmndule developed by

ORNL and added to the MINX
28

cross-sectionprocess-

ing code, which waa developed at IAISL. During this

fiscal year the combined code was obtained from ORNL

and converted from IBM to CDC operation for use at

LASL. We have successfullyexecuted a 22-group teat
16

problem on o (ENDF/BMAT 1276), which was supplied

with the PUFF code. Additional calculation are

planned on the ENDF/B error files for carbon, oxygen,

and aluminum.

In order to process local estimateaof cross

section errors and correlationsinto the form of

multigroup covariancematrices, a short program

COVMAT has been written. This code interpolatesbe-

tween the input valuea of cross-sectionerrors and
34

correlationranges and constructsa full (group-

to-group) covariancematrix for the nuclear reaction

of interest. Multigroup covariancematrices have

been generated using COVMAT for all of the reactions

listed in Table VI. The energy-groupstructure con-

sists of 20 equal-lethargygroups spanning the range

from 2.02 to 14.92 MeV.

VI. DATA ADJUSTMENTMETHODS

A. Techniques for SimultaneousAdjustment of Large
Nuclear Data Libraries (W. A. Reupke [Georgia
Instituteof Tech.], D. R. Harris, and D. W. Muir)

In a previous note,
35

techniquesfor the simul-

taneous adjustment of large nuclear data librariea

were discussed and a method for the adjustment of

arbitrarilylarge librarieswas programed aa an op-

tion for the data consistencyand sensitivitycode

ALVIN.36 This method is applicableonly when the

basic nuclear data can be assumed to be uncorre-

lated.

AZ part of a continuingprogram of review and
37,38 thisevaluationof data adjustment techniques,

restrictionhas now been relaxed by asauming that

only the differentialdata are not correlatedwith

the integral data. Thus, correlation between indi-

vidual differentialdata as well aa between individ-

ual integral data are allowed in the present tech-

nique. Aa before, thematrixinversion requirements

are reduced by expressing the adjustment of the

differentialdata in terms of the adjustment to

the integral data (which are usually less numerous).

The mathematicalbackgroundof this approach is sum-

marized in a compact matrix formulationin Sec. VI-B.

This more general techniquehaa been programmed

as a new option in the ALVIN code, which is being

applied to the analysis of differentialand integral

neutronic data of importancein the fission and fu-

sion energy regions.

B. Matrix Formulationof Data AdjustmentMethods
(W. A. Reupke .[CeorgiaInstituteof Technology])

The data adjustment techniquementioned in the

previous section is formulatedhere in a compact ma-

trix notation developed in a critical review of da-

ta adjustmentmethods.

Consider the linear model

O(AX)=AX+E ,

where the vector O(AX) represents

the linear function AX defined on

(4)

an obsenation of

the parameter vec-

tor X and perturbed by random errors E. (All symbols

denote matrices unless otherwise noted.) The errora

are sampled from a multivariateprobabilitydistri-

bution with finite second moments and zero means.

The observations,O(AX), and an initial estimate of

the dispersionmatrix for these data, DIO(AX)], form

the primary input data for these data adjustment

methods. As ahown below, the matrix DIO(AX)] need
2

only be estimated to within a scalar factor a ,

since this factor is adjusted on the basia of con-

sistency requirements.

L in O(AX) exceeds the

i.e., the L x N matrix

When the number of elements

numbar of elements N in X,

A satisfies L >N, then mini-

.
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mum variance, unbiased eatimatee of X and of AX are When Eqs. (11) and (12) are inserted into Eqs.

given by the well-known forma (5)-(10), one obtains in a straightfOrWard mnner

the partitioned

lations

forms of the data adjustmentre-

STD-l[O(SX)]S
1

2=

ATD-l[O(AX)]O(AX) , (5)
[ IATD-l[O(AX)]A $!=

ID-l[O(X)] +and

8(AX) = & , D-l[O(X)] STD-l[0(SX)]0(5X) ,(6). (13)

(14)

where T denotes the matrix transposeoperator.

Further,unbiasedestimates of the dispersion

metricea of X and of O(AX) are given by [16(X) =

6(5X)
A

ii(i) = 52
I
ATD-l[O(AX)]A

-1
s (7)

‘2
h(i) = s

-1
s (15)D-lO(X)+STD-l[O(SX)]S

and

6[6(AX)] = Aii(i)AT $
[1[

6(x) = ii(i) i3(i)sT1$ (16)
6(5X) s;(i) s;(i)ST

(8)

where

~1

I
~ [6(X)-O(X)]TD-1[O(X)][6(X)-O(X)].—A

~2 = ##j(AX)-O(AX)]T# 0(AX)][6(AX)-O(AX)I . (9)

Here S2 is an unbiased eatimete of the “renormeliza- 1+[~(SX)-O(SX)]TD-l[O(SX)][~(SX)-O(SX)] ,A

tion factor” 52. ‘2The variance in the eathate s

ia given by
and

‘2
>

var a = — .m

(17)

(18)A
A

2
52

var s ‘m “ (lo)

The virtue of Eqs. (13)-(18)in this special

case la that the inversion of matricea of order

L required by the general Eqs. (5)-(10) is replaced

by the easier inversion of matrices of order M and N.

37’38iaA further economy in the matrix inversion

possible if the number of direct obse~ations ex-

ceeds the number of indirect observations,i.e.,

when M > N. The general approach is to use 6(5X) =

S~ [from Eq. (14)] to transform the N x N aystem:f

Eq. (13) into an intermediateM x M system in O(SX),

Here the inversionof matrices of order L x L is

required.

In the special case that the observationvector

O(AX) is a partitionedvector of N + M elements con-

sisting of an N-element subvector O(X) of “direct”

observations (differentialdata) on X and an M-

element subvector O(SX) of “indirect”observations

(integraldata) on X, Eq. (4) may be written

[ 1[1

o(x) I
. X+E .

O(sx) s
(11)

O(sx) - so(x) =

.
I- SIDO(X)]ST+DIO(SX)]

I
D-l[o(sx), p,sx)+,sxq;)

and to reexpress Eq. (19) in terms of k,

If it ie further supposed that each direct ob-

of each indirect observa-servation is independent

tion, then we may write

[
DIO(AX)] = ‘[o(x)]

o

0

1
DIO(SX)] “

(12)
ii = O(X) + DIO(X)]STGIO(SX)- SO(X)] , (20)

L

13



where

G=
[ ISDIO(X)]ST+DIO(SX)] ‘1 .

(Note that G is of order M x M only.) As before,

[1[1

6(x) .? ,
6(SX) Si

(21)

but after use of Eq. (20), the analog of Eq. (15)

becomes

A

6(i) = S2

and as before

ii

where

{DIO(X)l-DIO(X)lSTGSDIO(X)ll

:2

I

=* [O(SX)-SO(X)]TGIO(SX)-SO(X)]

I

and again

‘2
‘2

vars=X. m

,(22)

(23)

,(24)

(25)

Eqs. (20)-(25)require inversionof matrices only

of order equal to the number of indirect observa-

tions.

VII. FISSION-PRODUCTYIELD AND RADIOACTIVEDECAY
STUDIES

A. CINDER Code Development (T. R. England and N.
L. Whittemore)

1. Roundoff Criteria (Version7)?9 The code

algorithmshave been Improved and teated for sever-

al extreme variations of irradiationtimes, cooling

times, and chain syatematics. The code now handles

nuclides in chains having identicaldestruction

rates (hence can treat cyclic chains) and has been

validated for irradiationand cooling time incre-
-17

menta varying from 4 x 10 s to 10 000 h, where

the nuclidea in each chain had half-livesvarying

from the microsecond region to infinity. These im-

provements, along with the original algorithm, en-

sure accurate calculationsof time-dependentnu-

clide densities and associated quantities (dose, ab-

sorption, decay heating, etc.) for the combinations

14

of irradiationhistories and nuclide parameters en-

countered in such diverae studies aa fission bursts,

reactor build-up and depletion calculations,and

waste management. Unlike other comparablenuclide

codes, there is no resort to approximatesolutions

which apply only to special cases, such as asymptotic

solutions for short lived nuclides or assumptionsof

inatsntaneouadecay. The roundoff algorithmsmake

use of a number related to the word length used on

the user’s particular computer. If this word length

differs from the default value, it can be entered on

a data card.

The changes are now being coded into Version

10. Anaddendum to Ref. 39 describing the criter-

ia has been prepared.

2. AbsorptionLibrary (Version7). A library

of chain data adequate for computing the absorption

build-up of fisai.onproducte in any contemporary

Light Water Reactor (LWR) has been tested. These

non-ENDF/B-IVdata have been favorably compared to

recently published long-term irradiationexperiments

and will be used as a reference data aet for testing

absorption calculationsusing ENDF/B-IV data during

FY76. This reference library agrees with experi-

mental data on total absorption rates within about

5%, which is well within the experimentaluncertain-

ty.

3. Version 10 Coding and ENDF/B-IV Librariea.

The basic functionsof Version 10 have been debugged

and extensive ENDF/B-IV data libraries are about 70%

complete. (SpecialENDF/B-IV libraries for Veraion

7 for gamma-ray spectra calculationsand gaseous

products are already in use.) Several routines

still have to be added to Version 10, but the more

basic functionsused in calculatingnuclide densi-

ties, absorption,and decaj energies are operational.

Data libraries for Version 10 are being devel-

oped at LASL; the code revisions are a joint, in-

formal LASL and Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory (BAFL)

effort with some auxiliary work at Xnolla Atomic

Power Laboratory (XAPL) directed at chain generation

directly from ENDF/B-IV files.

B. ENDF/B-IV Data (T. R. England and R. E. Schen-
ter [HanfordEngineeringDevelopmentLab])

Preliminary calculationsof decay heating, gam-

ma-ray spectra, delayed neutrons, decay data uncer-

tainties,and other related quantitieswere reported

in an invited paper
40 presented at the 1975 Annual

Meeting of the American Nuclear Society.

.
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c. Energy Release from Gaseous and Solid Fission
Products Following 5U and ‘Pu l?faaion
Bursta (T. R. England, R. E. Schenter [Han-
ford EngineeringDevelopmentLab], P. G. Youn&
and N. L. Whittemore)

The energy releaae from fission products as a

function of time followingnuclear bursts must be

known to properly assess a variety of tacticalbat-

tlefield situations. The ENDF/B-IV compilationof

fission-productyield, cross sectio~ and decay data

allows more accurate estimates of fission-product

energy release than previouslypossible. In addi-

tion, earlier studies used estimates of energy re-

lease from all fission products,without delinea-—

tion of gaseous and nongaseous components. Because

gases that are released in radioactivefallout will

have a different spatial distributionthan solids,

it la important to estimate the magnitude of this

effect. We have alao extended the cooling range of

earlier studies using updated data.

We have calculated the @ and Y energy release

as a function of time after fast fission of235U and
239

Pu for both gaseoue fission products and for the

total conglomerateof products. The CINDER39 and

RIBD41 codes were used with the latest ENDF/B-IV

fission product data for the calculations. Prelim-

inary values based on a 1 s “burst” and extending

from 1 a to 8.1 days were reported last quarter.

The recent calculationsare based on an infinitesi-

mally short burst and cover the same time range.

Gases are assumed to be the unstable isotopes of Br,

Kr, I, and Xe, whether formed directly in fission

reactions or as radioactivedaughter nuclei. The

total decay power calculationinvolves some 712 nu-

clides; 150 of these are precursors to -80 gaseous

nuclides which were coupled in 61 linear chains for

the gas calculation.

Detailed results of these calculationsare tab-
42

ulated in a report. Figure 5 shows a comparison

between our resulta and a commonly used earlier eval-

uation43 for the total gamma-ray energy release from

all fission products beginning at 10 s. The earlier

study was based on more limited fission yield and

decay data so the large differencesare not surpris-

ing. Our results are higher than the earlier ones

by about 600% at 10 s and about 30% near 1 h.

The number density and gamma-ray energy re-

lease from gaseous fission products are plotted in

Fig. 6 as functions of time,following fission of

800, I I I I

Percent Deviationbetween
600 Present Decay Powerand LA-5954

J
\

400 –

zoo–

[

23!3”

-1

t

1

0
--- —---

Tine (s)
Fi8. 5. Comparison of the gamma-ray energy re-

lease from all fission products calcu-
lated here with that of Ref. 43.

40

1

Rodhdc!iwGosesIn
239pUfl~~lonp,od”~t,

6{

3o1- h

J-L-:3 ,;4 I -,:6
,05

l-me($)
Fig. 6. Percentageaofthe total number of nuclei

produced and gamma-ray energy release
that are attributed to gaseous products.

239PU
While the relative number ofgaseousnuclides

formed is not large (less than 25% at all times),

the energy release becomes important at times great-

er than 1 h and approaches 50% of the total gamma-

ray energy at times near 1 day. k integral of the

energy release for the important time period 0.1 to

50 h shows that about 30% of the gamma-ray energy

released in that time region i.afrom gaseous pro-

ducts. While other factors such as gas entrapment

and decay of solid daughters from gaseous precursors

need to be considered,the present results show that

substantialamounts of energy are produced by decay

of volatile fiaaion products.

D. Fission-ProductGamma and Photoneutron Spectra
and Energy-IntegratedTime-DependentDistrtbu-
tiona (M. G. Stamatelatos,T. R. England, and
N. L. Whittemore)

Fission-productgamma-ray spectra were calcu-

lated with the cINDER-7 code
39

for the ten fission

232Th fast,
233

sets ( U thermal,
235

U thermal, 235U
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fast, 235U-14 M~V 238U faat 238U-14 MeV 239pu

thermal,
239PU ~a:t and 241~u the-l), ~or four

s

irradiationperioda (1 h, 1 day, 1 month, and 1 yr)

at 50 Watts/cm3 constant power density ($th =

1013n/cm2/s)and for thirty shutdown time-stepsfrom

1 to 5000 h. ENDF/B-IV data were used includfng

only half-lives in excess of about 15 min and gasmts
9energies in excess of the Be photoneutronthreshold,

1.67 MeV.

These gamma spectra were used as input to the

PHONEX code44 for calculatingphotoneutronspectra

in ‘Be and 2H. The photon spectra input to PHONEX

were not modified to include the effects of scatter-

ing or absorption,but these effects have been shown

(Ref. 45) to be small.

The.gamma and photoneutronspectra were further

energy-integratedto obtain total-intensitytime-

dependent distributions. These intensitieswere

least-squaresfitted with sums of minimum numbers

of exponential necessary for an overall fitting to

better than 3% between 1 and 500 h after shutdown.

The gamma-ray spectra were calculated in 66

equal energy groupa (50 keV grid) and the photoneu-

tron spectra in correspondinglycompatibleequal-en-

ergy groups depending on the threshold energies of

the photoneutronreactions.

The main contributorsto the relativelyhigh-

energy gamma spectra are 32 nuclides, each emitting

on the average 16 gamma lines above 1.67 MeV. (One

of them, 144La, has 68 resolved energies about 1.67

MeV.) The concentrationsand effective half-lives

of these 32 nuclidea are significantlyaffected by

25 precursors. All 57 nuclidea are formed in 29

chains. Runs of the CINDER code with and without

the inclusion of neutron radiative capture cross

sectionswere performed. The spectral results were

found to be very insignificantlyaffected by the

presence of these cross sections in the CINDER cal-

culations.

At largeshutdown times, the two most important

abbreviatedfission-productchains are

140Ba 12.79d 140La 40.23h 140Ce

r F

and

144ce
284”4d 144Pr

17.3sl144Nd
.

7 7

The direct fission yields of both
140h and 144pr

are small so that the decay rate of these hard gam-

mas follow very closely the decay rate of their rel-

atively long-livedprecursors. Consequently,the

gamma spectra harden with shutdown time between a-

bout 10 and 1000 h and the correspondingenergy-inte-

grated time distributionremains reasonablyflat ov-

er approximatelythe same time interval.

The energy-integratedtime distributioncan be

considered to be the result of the superposition

of essentiallythree distributiona. One is a rapid-

ly decaying componentdue to short-liveddaughters

having short-livedprecursors. The second component,

discussed earlier, is due to short-liveddaughters

with low direct fission yields whose parents are

long lived and have aignificant direct yields. This

component rises reasonably fast with irradiationand

shutdown time to a level of transientparent-daughter

equilibriumconcentrationwhose magnitude is markedly

dependent on irradiationperiods which are short com-

pared to the precursors’half-lives. The third com-

ponent, which rises rapidly to a maximum following

shutdown and then decays quite rapidly,iadue to

long-liveddaughterswith no significantdirect fis-

sion yielda whose parents are shorter lived and have

considerabledirect yields. This component is es-

sentially independentof the irradiationperiod prior

to shutdown. Its effect on the total time distribu-

tion is more visible for short irradiationtimes

causing the total curve to riaeslightly between 40

and 100 h and becomes lost in the tail of the slowly

decaying transient-equilibriumcomponent for long

irradiationtimes. That is, depending on the irrad-

iation time, these three componentscan actually com-

bine to cauae an increase in the net gamma-ray in-

tensity for a time interval following shutdown.

The most important isotopes contributingto the

total curve are shown in Table VII at various shut-

down times. They are listed in order of decreasing

importance. Gamma spectra and energy-integrated

time distributionaillustratingthe discussed fea-

tures are shown in Figs. 7-M.

The photoneutronspectra and energy-integrated

time distributionsfollow to a great extent the cor-

respondinggamma distributions (Figs, 15-18). One

marked difference is the average photoneutronenergy

which decreases from 1 to about 10 h shutdown after

which it remaina essentially constantwith shutdown

16
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time (see Fig. 19). By comparison,the average gam-

ma energy decreasea from 1 to about 10 h shutdown,

then increases considerablyto about 1000 h after

which it again decreases. upical. results are

shown in Fig. 20.

Gamma and photoneutronenergy-integratedtime-

dependent distributionswere least-squaresfitted,

for user convenience,with sums of 3-6 exponential

for the different fission eets and different irradi-

ation periods (see Table VIII). Although the fits
I&oare empirical, the importanceof La at large

shutdown times also becomes evident through the con-

sistent appearance of a fitting exponentialterm

with a decay constant, A, in the neighborhoodof
z 2576 ~ ~o-3h-l

which is the decay constant of
lioLa

. The appearance of exponential with negative

coefficients for time distributionscorresponding

to short irradiationperiods is explainedby the im-

portant contributionin the .40 to 100 h after shut-

down region of chains with long-lived Iaotopeahav-

ing short-livedprecursors as discussed above.

Because of the near constant or even increasing

source strength after .10 h of cooling, and becauae

of the time-dependentbehavior of the average gamma

and photoneutronenergies, users have requested cal-

culations extending in both the irradiationand the

cooling periods. A report on all input data and

calculationalresults ia in preparation. Some lim-
~ted46,47

interim results have already been pub-

lished.

TABLE VII

NAJOR CONTRIBUTORSTO PEAKS IN GAUMA SPECTRA
(235u ~~ F1SS1ON)

--1 I1OUSSCOOLISG-

&NERGY
BIN

@.W_. tWCLIDE(S)-

1.61-1.75
1351 9SA% 1341

. .

1. 7S-1. 80
1351- 142L; 972r

1.80-1. s5 .
88w’ 1361 ‘

1.90-1.95
142: 93Y 13210 1351

2.00-2.05
88Kr ‘ 142: -

2.15-2.20
S8Kr ‘ l&2b 89*

2.20-2.25
13S “ 88Kr ‘

Cs ,

2.35-2.40
88K, 142La

2.50-2.55
142 ‘

La,
lhoh

1.67-1.75

1.75-1.80

1.80-1.85

1.90-1.95

2.00-2.05

2.15-2.20

2.35-2..40

2.50-2. S5

—10 HOWLS COOL2.NG-
1351

1351 97Z=

88Rb ‘ 1351

1321” 93Y

1321’ S8Kr 1351 131t$e

%, ● 93Y “1321 ‘

88ti 14<

140;

—100 HOURS COOL2WG-

1.90-1.95
1321

2.00-2.05
1321

2.30-2.35
140b

2.50-2.55
140L=

--1000 HoUR3 COOLLXG-

2.15-2.20
14.$P=

2.30:2.35
140h

2.50-2.55
140U

TABLE VIII

u-235 THERMAL

1 HOUR 1RRAD1ATION

H-2(YoN)H-1
GAMMAS PHOTONEUTRONS

cOEFFICIFNr LAMBDA COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

1.8325E*o0 1.1330E+O0 1.6144E+Oo 1.1870E*O0
5.391OE-O1 3.3390E-01 6.9335E-01 3.6661E-01
?.7399E-Q2 1.4894E-01 3.1369E-92

-7.40u5E-04 108317E-02
1.6074E-oi

-2.f1926E-04 1.6074E-02
4.0298E-04 2.2667E-03 4.24.?2E-04 2.2656E-03
?.0141E-08 1.6886E-04 2.1103E-08 1.8648E-04

NORM. 3.7108E-04 NoRM. 3.6372E-07
RANGE 1-5000 HRS RANGE 1-5000 tiRS



TABLE VIII .(cont)

U-235 THERMAL
1 DAY IRRADIATION

i
H-2( ●N)H-1

GAMMAS PHOTO EUTRONS
COEFFICIENT LAMBDA COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

1.3368E*oo 1.1838E*O0 1.1739E+o0 1.2272E+O0
7.4391E-01 3.1829E-01 805605E-01 3.5017E-ol
s.4904E-02 1.3280E-01 5.9394E-02 1.4508E-01

‘?.2903E-03 2.0829E-02 ‘2.5746E-03 1.7816E-02
3.F1321E-03 2.2656E-03 3.9344E-03 2.2622E-03
1.8411E-07 1.5609E-04 1.4722E-07 1.2551E-04

NORM. 9.1112E-04 NORM. 9.1384E-07
RAWGE 1-5000 HRs RANGE 1-5000 HRS

U-235 THERMAL
1 MONTH IRRADIATION

GAMMAS
COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

1.0459E+o0 7.5643E-ol
<.9618E-01 2.7066E-01
5.41S3E-02 2.2499E-03
?.4772E-06 1.3563E-05

NORM. 9.5956E-04
RANGE 1-5000 HRS

H-2(y*N)H-l
PHOTONEUTRONS

COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

8.8555E-01 8.0732E-01
7.5045E-ol 3.1041E-01
5.49?9E-02 2.2406E-03
2.11ooE-o6 1.000oE-35

NORM. 9.6208E-07
RANGE 1-5000 HRS

13E-9(y9N)BE-8
PHOTONEUTRONS

COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

1.0774E+o0 4.1747E-01
2.7723E-01 1.0139E-01
2.0071E-02 1.1831E-02
2.0050E-02 2.2501E-03

NORM. 1.3500E-06
RANGE 1-1000 HRS

U-235 THERMAL
1 YEAR IRRADIATION

t+2(y9N)H-1
GA14MAS PHOTONEUTRONS

COEFFICIENT LAMBDA COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

1.0332E+oo 7.5413E-01 8.8618E-01 7.8269E-01
‘.8595E-o 1 2.6961E-01 7.1672E-ol 3.0690E-01
6.6623E-02 2.2500E-03 6.76R1E-02 2.2370E-03
?.f3301E-05 6.3509E-OS 2.3498E-05 3.9548E-05

NORM. 9.723BE-04 NORM. 9.7534E-07
RANGE 1-5000 HRS RANGE 1-5000 HRS

U-238 FAST
1 MONTH IRRADIATION

H-2(y9N)H-l
GAMMAS PHOTONEUTRONS

COEFFICIENT LAMBDA COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

1.1809E*o0 7.4351E-01 1.0125E*O0 7.6045E-01
4.8675E-01 2.5950E-01 6.2617E-01 3.0093E-01
6.31B2E-02 2.2503E-03 6.3404E-02 2.2109E-03

NORM. 7.7368E-04 NORM. 7.7500E-07
RANGE 1-1OOO HRS RANGE 1-1000 HRS

BE-9(y,N)BE-8
PHOTONEuTRONS

COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

1.0486E+o0 4.4836E-01
3.1241E-01 9.9905E-02
2.5974E-02 1.0670E-02
2.1955E-02 2.2230E-03

NORM. 1.1423E-06
RANGE 1-1000 HRS

.
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TABLE VIII (cent)

PU-239 THERMAL
1 MONTH IRRADIATION

rH-2( *N)H-1
GAMMAS PHOTO EUTRONS

COEFFICIENT LAMBDA COEFFICIENT LAN6DA

1.2703E+o0 6.7798E-01 1.0691E+O0 6.8569E-01
3.6433E-01 2.4554E-01 5.3031E-01 2.9970E-01
7.0305E-02 2.2623E-03 6.8607E-02 2.2197E-03

NORW. 6.6216E-04 NORM. 6.8034E-07
RANGE 1-100o HRs RANGE 1-1000 HRS

PU-239 FAST
1 MONTH IRRADIATION

1H-2( sN)H-1
GAMMAS PHOTO EUTRONS

COEFFICIENT LAMBDA COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

1.3695E+oo 6.3683E-01 1.1876E+O0 6.5410E-01
?.7707E-01 2.3406E-01 4.4292E-01 2.9748E-01
5.6462E-02 2.2688E-03 5.3738E-02 2.2276E-03

NORM. 7.9130E-04 NORM. 8.3390E-07
R4NGE 1-1OOO HRS RANGE 1-1OOO HRS

U-233 THERMAL
1 MONTH IRRADIATION

i
++2( sN)H-1

GAMMAS PHOTO EUTRONS
COEFFICIENT LAM13DA COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

P.8784E-01 701633E-01 8.4783E-01 7.3931E-01
fi.7859E-01 2.6879E-OI 7.3718E-01 2.9595E-01
4.7709E-02 2.2412E-03 4.6976E-02 2.2073E-03

NORM. 1.1051E-o3 NORM. 1.1331E-06
RANGE 1-100o HRS RANGE 1-1OOO HRS

TH-232 FAST
1 MONTH IRRADIATION

H-2(y*N)H-l
GhM14AS PHOTONEUTRONS

rOEFFICIFNT LAM8DA COEFFICIENT LAMBOA

9.4558E-01 8.6845E-01 9.3809E-ol 8.5712E-01
7.3537E-01 2.7531E-01 7.4688E-01 2.9488E-01
4.4938E-02 2.2062E-03 4.5853E-02 2.1873E-03

NORM. 1.3687E-03 NORM. 1.3695E-06
RANGE 1-1OOO HRS RANGE 1-1OOO HRS

BE-9(y9N)BE-8
PHOTONEUTRONs

COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

100461E+O0 4.6686E-ol
3.1709E-01 9.6683E-02
3.2466E-02 1.0837E-02
2.4173E-02 2.2229E-03

NORM. 9.8220E-07
RANGE 1-1000 HRS

BE-9(y9N)BE-8
PHOTONEUTRONs

COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

1.0869E*O0 4.7292E-01
2.9930E-01 9.5414E-02
2.9796E-02 1.0679E-02
2.1142E-02 2.2175E-03

NORM. 1.6098E-06
RANGE 1-10oO HRS

BE-9(y9N)8E-8
PHOTONFUTRONs

COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

1.1015E+OO 3.7857E-01
2.3020E-01 1.0349E-01
1.9556E-02 1.1687E-02
1.8774E-02 2.2630E-03

NORM. 1.4785E-06
RANGE 1-10oO HRS

BE-9(Y,N)BE-8
PHOTONEUTRONS

COEFFICIENT LAMBDA

1.0604E+O0 4.1864E-01
3.0694E-01 1.3114E-01
1.4307E-02 1.8079E-02
1.9046E-02 2.2600E-03

NORM. 1.7594E-06
RANGE 1-1000 HRS
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Fig. 11. Gamma spectrum at 1 mnth irradiation
and 1000 h cooling (U-233 thermal).
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Fig. 12. Gamma spectrum at 1 month irradiation
and 100 h cooling (Pu-239fast).
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Fig. 13. Gamma source at 1 h irradiation
(U-235 thermal).

Fig. 14. Gsmms ssoisrce at 1 month irradiation
(U-235thermal).
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Fig. 15. Photoneutronspectrum at 1 h irradia-
tion and 10 h cooling from 2H(y,n)1H
(U-235 thermal).
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Fig. 16. Photoneutronspectrum at 1 h irradia-
tion and 100 h cooling from 2H(y,n)1H

Fig. 17. 2H(y,n)lH photoneutronsource from i3a~a

at 1 h irradiation (U-235 thermal).
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Fig. 18. 2H(Y,n)lHphotoneutronsource from g-a

at 1 month irradiation (U-235 thermal).
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VIII. MBDIUM-RNERGTLIBRARY (D. G. Foster, Jr.) —

The processor for convertingMonte Carlo his-

tories to the Nationsl Aeronauticsand Space Admin-

istration (NASA)working format of equiprobability

boundaries ia finished, except for a library-manage-

ment system for storing the output of the processor.

As noted last quarter, the pathologicalnature of

the secondarynucleon angular distributionsforced

us to abandon a Legendre-serleerepresentationand

resort to direct binning of the histories.

In the revised processor, the output equiprob-

ability-boundaryarrays from a previous run are read

in to provide an approximategrid for binning. The

previous run should be for a similar nucleus at a

nearby bombarding energy. The high-energyarrays

are scaled in porportion to the bombarding energy

to take advantage of the fact that the secondary

distributionsare almost univereal functionsof

E/Ebomb. Each scale is then subdivided so as to

bracket the equiprobabilityboundaries aa closely

as possible, and then the history file is read and

the evente tallied. Linear interpolationis used

to locate the revised boundarieswithin each bin.

In order to balance running time against the

inaccuracyof linear interpolation,the processor

can begin by scanning only part of the data and de-

ducing a new starting grid from the partial scan.

Up to three iterationsare permitted. The entire

data set can be scanned a second time to asaess the

accuracy of the result, at a cost of about 50% more

running time.

Since secondary particles from the cascade

phase are binned into 400 equally probable bins,

the processor ia subject to major statistical fluc-

tuation,particularlyfor secondarymesons near their

production thresholds. Accordingly, the processor

reads the total number of particles of each type

from a card punched by CROIX (the code which gener-

ated the histories), scales the numbers for partial

scans of the data set, and estimates the number of

particles/binwhich will result. The degree of sub-

division of the preliminary grid is set to maintain

a specifiedminimum for this ratio (currentlyset

at 4/bin). If the expected density with no subdi-

vision at all falls below 4/bin, the input grid is

actually thinned before scanning, and the counts/bin

subsequentlyapportioned linearly to generate the

full 400 bins. This procedure smooths the distribu-
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tions so aa to give a better representationof the

physics. If the memory limits of the computer pre-

vent subdivisionto fewer than 8 counts/bLnin the

narrowest proposed bin, a nonlinear subdivisionis

used in which the narrowest bins lie next to the

preliminaryboundaries, and double in width with

each step away from the estimatedboundaries.

A full-scsle test has been run by analyzing

700-MeV protons on
16
0 using the output from a full

run on 800-MeV protons. Statisticallyacceptable

equiprobabilityarraya were achieved in a single

pass. However, substantiallybetter uniformitywas

achieved by expending about 25% more running time

on one or two preliminaryscana of part of the data.

The improvementwas most marked in the cosine bound-

aries, for which the statisticsare good enough to

justify nonlinear subdivision.
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